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INTRODUCTION BA (HONS) ARCHITECTURE 2020 

BA Architecture explores the spaces, places and buildings we inhabit. 
Focusing on the relationships between the built environment, social 
interaction and material culture, we examine the role architects play 
in contemporary society. 

Architecture is always political – it is first and foremost about 
people and our interaction with the world around us. BA Architecture 
at Central Saint Martins is committed to socially engaged practice. 
It promotes direct engagement with real-world social, cultural and 
political conditions in the contemporary urban landscape. Buildings 
are only one way in which we intervene in the built environment. The 
space of the city is charged and shaped through the interplay of multiple 
factors and tensions. Engaging with these complex dynamics requires 
innovative design approaches. These often encompass alternative 
forms of space-making. The course is underpinned by the idea that 
the human environment is alive with agency; as we shape our 
environment, our environment shapes us. 

This year, in a very short space of time, in the face of a global pandemic, 
we found ourselves having to change existing patterns of living, working 
and creating. We had to improvise without a familiar precedent to fall 
back on. What saw us through the year, despite these hardships, was 
our collective well of individual creative adaptability and care for one 
another. We discovered that, despite the difficulties and separations, 
we could still enjoy the making of works together, imagining better 
spaces, places and social relationships. 

Thank you to all the students, tutors and staff on the BA Architecture 
course for all the patience, care and generosity of spirit you have given 
to one another this year. What you all have shown is that imagining 
rapid change is achievable and what is collectively possible in the face 
of a global emergency. This means that with enough collective will it 
is possible to address climate emergency and bio-diversity collapse, to 
improve social justice and make a healthier and fairer future for all. It 
has been remarkable to see your work responding to these challenges 
with such insight and sensitivity. 

In the future we will recognise the students who worked through 
2020. They now know how to adapt, and deal with change creatively. 
They have produced a remarkable body of work under exceptional 
circumstances. This is no small achievement. Don’t take my word for 
it, have a look at their projects in this catalogue and in our first on-line 
Graduate Showcase, they speak for themselves. They deserve to be 
celebrated—they will help show us the way forward. We wish them well. 

Greg Ross, Acting Course Leader, BA Architecture 
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Making House: Stage 1 
Stage 1 in the 3D Small Workshops. model making project. 



INTRODUCTION STAGE 1 
Ruth Lang 
Stage 1 Leader 

Studio Tutors 
Ruth Lang 
Robert Brown 
Carlotta Novella 
Rubén Everett 
Charlotte Grace 
Douglas Murphy 
Sakiko Kohashi 

Starting out on an architecture course requires a certain degree of 
dedication, agility, and a willingness to embrace new challenges. 
Our students have confronted these challenges over the past year with 
more bravery than ever, adapting to new environments and modes 
for both learning and working.  

Tessa Baird 

Core Staff 
Shumi Bose 
Ciaran Malik 
Douglas Murphy 
Andrew Sides 

Technical Studies 
Ajay Shah 
Carole Collet 

Contextual Tutors 
Eddie Blake 
Joe Kerr 
Mike Althorpe 
Daniel Stilwell 
Sofia Krimizi 
Costandis Kizis 
Francisco Zuddas 

Stage One is a year immersed in explorative development, undertaking 
design challenges which range in scale from the interpersonal to the urban, 
and acquiring skills in architectural design and communication. The projects 
they have confronted seek to embrace opportunities of being in an art 
school, allowing students to access knowledge beyond the bounds of the 
course, and exploring what they might learn from other disciplines at Central 
Saint Martins. They are encouraged to develop empathy and understanding, 
and to employ skills and disciplinary knowledge beyond the scope of what 
might ordinarily be defined as architectural.  Building on the ethos of William 
Lethaby and the Arts and Crafts movement – which formed the origins of the 
study of architecture at Central Saint Martins – we place the act of ‘making’ 
at the heart of this process, as a means to prompt the development of 
radically new practices in how we see, operate within, and affect the 
world around us. 

Stage 1 Students 

Mariam Adesokan 
Tasnia Alam 
Nikan Arghandehpour 
Asli Arutan 
Leda Asenova 
Khushaal Asif 
Nicole Austin 
Marianna Bak 
Ali Bamuzahim 
Natalia Baranowska 
Max Barr 
Mina Barut 
Emily Benno 
Antoinette Bizouard De Montille 
Stephanie Black 
Chloe Bodin 
Aleksandra Bubella 
Nikhil Chavda 
Bruce Chuang 
Militsa Clerides 
Jonathan Davies 
Ruslan Delion 
Cagri (Charles) Doner 
Haibin (Bobby) Duan 
Brandon Fong 
Dean Francis 
Joe Franklin 
Holly Garbett 
Gabrielle Gehler 
Erick Guzman Celi 
Bradley Gwin-Barrett 
Yanis Hammick 
Yue Ying (Zoe) Hao 
Katarzyna Hawliczek 
Alya Hazinedaroglu 
Charlie Healey 
Ella Howard 
Lucy Howard Scully 

Isabella Izienicki 
Soyool Jang 
Eleanor Jobson 
Aamina Juma 
Seung Hun Jung 
Zahra Karim 
Ema Kavaliauskaite 
Anastasia Kolioliou 
Shifana Kunnathedath 
King Hang Leung 
Poppy Levison 
Emily Linford 
Zainuo (Jason) Liu 
Sitong (Stone) Lu 
Victoria Lulham 
Zhanyun (Eason) Ma 
Mateusz Majcherek 
Ching Snowie (Mo mo) Man 
Nia Manoylo 
Chioma Marchington 
Riko Matsuyama 
Urbi Mazhar 
Cathal (Cal) McGarrity 
Mór Mészöly 
Haaya Mikami 
Harriet Morris 
Mira Mousallati 
Ralph Nasrallah 
Cassius O’Connell-White 
Hiten Odedra 
Elisha Palmer 
Kiran Pamar 
Louisa Perdomo 
Mateusz (Mati) Pinnell 
Jingni (Claudia) Qiu 
Lucy Rushbrook 
Malik Saad 
Harry Sellers 

Nadiyah Shah 
Zehui (Whitney) Shen 
Yuyi  Shen 
Cristina Silva 
Noor Singh 
Imogen (Immy) Slack 
Damla Söğütlü 
Can Solak 
Georgie Stephenson 
Naajiyah Sultana 
Anna Sweeney 
Ellin Szwec 
Cristina Tejada 
Yade Telli 
Kasduri Thavarajasingham 
Nivan Toprak 
Susanna Uus 
Alina Von Olnhausen 
Kevin Walder 
Jackson Wang 
Yijie (Barry) Wang 
Jack (John) Wickham 
Wenjie (Eileen) Wu 
DongMing (Kevin) Xu 
Jiaxue Yang 
Inana Yaqoo 
Yat Shun (Aaron) Yeung 
Hau Wang (Howard) Yuen 
Najma Yusuf 
Michael Zara 
Ziqian Zhang 
Dongze (Max) Zhu 
Yean Zhu 
Oliwia Zytowiecka 

Francesca Dell’Aglio 

Technical Tutors 
Aoife Bloomer 
Benjamin Godber 
Ruth Chislett 
Anna Mestre Sune 
Stephan Wasserman-Fry 
Ciaran Malik 
Prema Makanji 
Jospeh Eyles 

Media Practice 
Tom Atkinson 
Naomi Gibson 
Lina Viluma 
Rohit Nandha 

Thank you 
Guy Barton 
Ricky Brawn 
Massimo Capella 
Domenico Ceci 
Jess Cobb 
Georgie Day 
Melvyn Friend 
Billy Dickenson 
Rachel Lillie 
Hugh McEwen 
Saffie Pluck 
Ahilan Sooriasegaram 
Lachlan Tomlin 
Janice Turner 
Margaret Wagstaff 

Guest Critics 
Hugh McEwen 
Jane Anderson 
Ricky Kwok 
Stephen Belcher 

Using London as a living textbook, we are constantly exploring the historical, 
political, and economic contexts which influence design, and questioning the 
agency we hold as architectural practitioners to challenge and respond to 
these. We engage with issues at the core of the climate emergency and the 
socio-cultural nature of our cities, seeking to understand how these might 
be integrated within our work to help affect a better future for us all. This is 
an important time to build a strong community of support within the culture 
of the course, but also to consider our relationships with wider communities 
across London and internationally.  

Our students come from a wide background of skills and experiences, 
which we provide support to develop further and augment. By the end of 
the year, each of them will have undertaken projects which employ their 
skills in team-working and project management, advance their research 
skills, to confidently address a synthesised design project which draws upon 
a complex and holistic understanding of urban, spatial, tectonic, sustainable, 
and experiential design. We are incredibly proud of how this year’s Stage 
One students have equipped themselves with the skills to confront the 
challenges under such pressing conditions, and not only to survive these, 
but to produce work which demonstrates a real quality of spatial and 
aesthetic consideration, and a desire to make a contribution to the 
societies in which we now find ourselves. 

Ronald Cheape Nathan Breeze Sean Rafferty Sherief Al’Rifai 
Claire Bandy Tom Dobson Rory Corr Esma Duzgun 
Ruby Penny Hazel Cowie David Lomax Conrad Cherniavsky 
Ash Fridd Tom Butler Pippa Goldfinger Isabella Yurtsever 
Nick Wood Mathew Ingham Vinesh Pomal Ana Alonso Albarracin 
Maria Alexandrescu Akil Scafe Smith Barbara Prezelj Robert Leechmere 
Andy Summers Ketan Lad Laura Mark John Langran 
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01 / Anastasia Kolioliou, S01. 
02 / Ella Howard, S01. 
03, 04 / Sitong Lu, S01. 
05 / Lucy Howard-Scully, S01. 
06 / Brandon Fong, S01. 
07 / Harry Sellers, S01. 
08, 09 / Mór Mészöly, S01. 
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01 / Mór Mészöly, S01. 
02 / Noor Singh, S01. 
03/ Yueying Hao, S01. 

09 / Oliwia Zytowiecka, S01. 
10, 11 / Cristina Tejada, S01. 
12 / Yueying Hao, S01. 

05 

06 

09 

08 

10 11 

12 

04 / Harry Sellers, S01. 
05 / Harriet Morris, S01. 
06 / Riko Matsuyama, S01. 
07, 08 / Yueying Hao, S01. 
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07 

Northern facade view 

03 

04 

Rufford street entrance 
06 

08 

01 / Anastasia Kolioliou, S01. 
02 / Naajiyah Sultana, S01. 
03/ Militsa Clerides, S01. 
04, 05, 06 / Mateusz Majcherek, S01. 
07, 08 / Chioma Marchington, S01. 
09 / Eleanor Jobson, S01. 
10 / Zahra Karim, S01. 

10 11 / Riko Matsuyama, S01. 
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09 10 11 

corrugated steel 
façade 

Integrated brick 
wall 

05 06 

07 14 15 

01, 02, 03 / Eileen Wu, S01. 
04 / Mateusz Majcherek, S01. 
05/ Harriet Morris, S01. 
06 / Shifana Kunnathedath, S01. 
07/ Harriet Morris, S01. 
08/ Eileen Wu, S01. 
09 / Mór Mészöly, S01. 
10 / Katarzyna Hawliczek, S01. 
11 / Nadiya Shah, S01. 
12, 13, 14 / Yean Zhu, S01. 
15 / Eileen Wu, S01. 
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canal level ground level first floor 

03 

07 08 

09 10 

04 05 

01, 02, 03 / Naajiyah Sultana, S01. 08 / Ella Howard, S01. 
04 / Natalia Baranowska, S01. 09 / Susanna Uus, S01. 
05 / Isabella Izienicki, S01. 10 / Riko Matsuyama, S01. 
06 / Dean Francis, S01. 
07 / Telli Yade, S01. 
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01 
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05 

07 

06 

08 

01 / Harry Sellers, S01. 05 / Shifana Kunnathedath, S01. 
02 / Erick Guzman Celi, S01. 06 / Susanna Uus, S01. 
03 / Ali Bamuzahim, S01. 07 / Marianna Bak, S01. 
04 / Jonathan Davies, S01. 08 / Harriet Morris, S01. 

09 / Lucy Rushbrook, S01. 
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EXHIBITION 

COURTYARD 

CANTEEN 

DIGITAL EDITTING 02 

0504 

08 

07 

(above) Photo caption here

06 

09 

01 / Nivan Toprak, S01. 06 / Tasnia Alam, S01. 
02 / Dean Francis, S01. 07 / Eleanor Jobson, S01. 
03 / Zliqian Zhang, S01. 08 / Dongze Zhu, S01. 
04 / Tasnia Alam, S01. 09 / Elisha Palmer, S01. 
05 / Michael Zara, S01. 
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Portfolio of DongMing Xu 24
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05 

01, 02 / Shifana Kunnathedath, S01. 06 / Nikhil Chavda, S01. 10 / Dean Francis, S01. 
03 / Georgie Stephenson, S01. 07, 08 / Mariam Adesokan, S01. 11 / Tasnia Alam, S01. 
04 / Telli Yade, S01. 09 / Leda Asenova, S01. 12 / Michael Zara, S01. 
05 / Kevin Dongming Xu, S01. 06 07 
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01 / Zara Michael, S01. 
02 / Georgie Stephenson, S01. 
03 / Elisha Palmer, S01. 
04 / Jack Wickham, S01. 
05 / Naajiyah Sultana, S01. 
06 / Yuyi Shen, S01. 

07 / Nadiyah Shah, S01. 
08 / Nivan Toprak, S01. 
09, 10 / Brandon Fong, S01. 09 1006 
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Axonometric drawings 

09 

01, 03, 04 / Nivan Toprak, S01. 
02 / Alina von Olnhausen, S01. 
05 / Noor Singh, S01. 
06 / Chloe Bodin, S01. 
07 / Nivan Toprak, S01. 
08 / Snowie Ching Man, S01. 
09 / Nivan Toprak, S01. 
10 / Snowie Ching Man, S01. 
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Design studio summative portfolio submission

Replace this text with your own by copying 
and pasting from another file or by typing 

Optae autate venimus nulparum quias 
nonestiore rae provitiate sequame doluptas et 
qui atinus iurehen dissum qui am cusdanda 

moluptatus disim con prere re nobisquidero 
optae sit modi dit exerores rem etur? Ligenissiti 
comnis nonet qui inulpari doluptaerum re 
versper ovitinv enihil il enihili tassitasim excesti 
quo molumqu atentio. Ipis ernatiusae ne maxim 
quostis eic tem hicae sinihil ipis eturit aut et dem 
nonsed el is et o cil earunto optur, voluptatet 
evel mil ipid mod essitas del ium incipsae de 
por ma quature stibusd aesciatia nis assimpe 

(above) Photo caption here

(above) Photo caption here (above) Photo caption here (above) Photo caption here
06 

07 

01 / Mateusz Majcherek, S01. 05 / Ema Kavaliauskaite, S01. 
02 / Elisha Palmer, S01. 06 / Seunghun Jung, S01. 
03 / Cristina Silva, S01. 07 / Elisha Palmer, S01. 
04 / Chloe Bodin, S01. 08 / Nadiyah Shah, S01. 

03 04 

Lightbox room 
Model making studio Gallery 

Filming studio 

05 

Tolie ts& 
Fitting Room 

Meeting RoomClothes Shelves 

Catering Area 

Sof a 

Show Room
 

Works
hop
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05 

01 

02 

06 07 

08 

03 

01 / Elisha Palmer, S01. 
02 / Brandon Fong, S01. 
03 / Marianna Bak, S01. 
04 / Nikhil Chavda, S01. 
05 / Seunghun Jung, S01. 
06 / Charlie Healey, S01. 

07 / Zahra Karim, S01. 
08 / Howard Yuen, S01. 
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01 02 03 08 09 

05 06 07 

12 

10 

11 13 14 

01-14 / Making Week, S01. 
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07 08 
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01 / Mira Mousallati, S01. 
02 / Nikhil Chavda, S01. 

05 / Cassius O’Connell-White, S01. 
06 / Jonathan Davies, S01. 

03 / Militsa Clerides, S01. 07 / Natalia Baranowska, S01. 
04 / Alina von Olnhausen, S01. 08 / Soyool Jang, S01. 
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01 

Earth wire - using this 
served as a poetic irony 
on how a plastic material 
has a name associated 
with a natural elemnt.

woolen string makes 
up most of the bag 
and was the easiest 
to knit with due to its 
elastic properties.

Movement diagram 

08 

06 

02 

Sunlight map 

03 

01 / Isabella Izienicki, S01. 08 / Cristina Silva, S01. 
02, 03 / Georgie Stephenson, S01. 09 / Hang King Leung, S01. 
04 / Jiaxue Yang, S01. 

05 05 / Susanna Uus, S01. 
06 / Nikhil Chavda, S01. 
07 / Damla Sogutlu, S01. 

07 

04 

Pictures of the working site (Slope), construction site and trian track

The slope of the constuction slope 
on the left of the train track

The tunnel in the train track The slope of the working site The brick wall which separate the 
concrete plant and the Rufford 
Street 

The brick wall which separate 
the concrete plant and the 
Rufford Street 

Walking to the church 
architecture by crossing the 
Rufford Street

09 
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01

02

03

04
01, 02 / Whitney Zehui Shen, S01.
03 / Joe Franklin, S01.
04 / Susanna Uus, S01.

Oriention 2

Eye-popping

Outcome
Oriention 1

Brick Wall

Trees and Plants

Road Signs
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01 / Erick Celi Guzman, S01. 
02 / Anastasia Kolioliou, S01.
03 / Aaron Shun Yat Yeung, S01.
04 / Yean Zhu, S01.
05 / Emily Benno, S01.

Elevation | Original 1:100 in A3

06 / Cristina Tejada, S01. 
07 / Emily Benno, S01.
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Living Systems and Regenerative Design Stage 2 and Stage 3 
Workshop with Professor Carole Collet, CSM. vertical design studios. 



Stage 2 Students 

Harry Adams 
Ali Ahmed 
Hawa Al-Najjar 
Hissah Alhusayni 
Aman Ali 
Caitlin Allison 
Issa Almannai 
Jose Tomas Ayerbe Lombardi 
Serena Bhattessa 
Bianca Blanari 
Szofia Bohoszlovec 
Sky Bonan 
Matthew Bonfield 
Iana Borisova 
Helene Boskamp 
Millie Brady 
Thea Brooman 
Sofia Caccamo 
Sila Cakir 
Claire Casunuran 
Sarp Cemsit Abadi 
Jeevan Chahal 
Sarah Choudhary 
James Cole 
Bruna Costa 
Mary Davidson 
Alexandra Doibani 

Dan Dunca 
Elizabeth Marie Ferial 
Sean Galvin 
Sarp Giray 
Zac Grego 
Oleksandra Guminilovych 
Mona Haidar 
Hugo Hale 
Yutong He 
Rona Hoxha 
Maolin Huang 
Sophie Hughes 
Maithili Jain 
Yiding Jin 
Timea Kadar 
Hugo Kenwright 
Maya Koffi 
Antoni Kostrzewa 
Corben Lai 
Tianyu Lan 
Nicholas Levendis 
Yakun Li 
Jiayou Liu 
Akyra Magadah 
Saamia Makharia 
Michelle Mortensen 
Larisa Muresan 
Defne Ozdogan 

Isabell Young Park 
Yollie Quartey 
Julia Radzisz 
Aneesha Irika Raghunandan 
Mary Rellin 
Sandra Revuelta Albero 
Anna Roumpaki 
Marie-Helene Isabelle Rynwalt 
Arwa Sabri 
Manisha Saha 
Li-Yuan Sen 
Yuange Sheng 
Wai Chung So 
Hatice Sutcu 
Zimeng Tan 
Alanis Tobin Malo Juvera 
Amy Tsai 
Claudia Turley 
Nikita Velichko 
Guadalupe Villanueva 
Shihan Wang 
Xin Wang 
Demi Wang 
Jhineil Kerri-Gaye Wright 
Lily Yang 
Hongtai Yang 
Baihui You 
Holly Zhang 

INTRODUCTION 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

STAGE 2 
Gregory Ross 
Stage 2 Leader 

Stage 2, or the second undergraduate year in a student’s architectural 
education is a special time—you have just enough newly acquired skill 
combined with enough openness to be genuinely experimental and 
creative in your design process.  

In the design studio, which forms the core of the year, we nurture an 
experimental spirit, guiding students with just enough structure to enable 
them to continue to develop their projects with a measure of control and 
criticality whilst maintaining the necessary space to allow for personal 
interpretation and direction. 

Building on drawing and modelling skills acquired in first year, Stage 2 
includes a substantial media curriculum in the form of a digital drawing 
and modelling course which ranges from CAD and three-dimensional 
modelling, to cross-platform working where students are encouraged
 to work across a range of digital software tools to help them construct 
high quality forms of representation and final portfolios. 

Technical Studies is integrated with design studio activities wherever 
possible: technical precedent studies are chosen by the design studio 
tutors and all studios require three-dimensional sectional model views 
as part of the portfolio submission. The sectional model, at 1:50 scale, 
allows students to develop a fragment of their project at which spatial 
and material qualities, as well as structural and constructional design, 
are expressed and explored. We actively try to break the artificial 
distinction between technical development and design development, 
encouraging students to view these as parts of a whole—essentially 
design, applied from a different point of view or scale. 

This is the third year of running ‘vertical’ design studios, in which 
second year students work with or alongside final year students on 
similar studio briefs. We continue to see the positive results of this— 
peer-to-peer learning occurs more naturally, and second year students 
acquire skills and develop their critical awareness to a higher level, 
up to and at times even beyond third year horizons. All in all, the 
structure continues to provide a successful and enjoyable journey.  

I’d like to thank the all the tutors and second year students for joining 
in and rising to the challenge of rapidly transitioning to an on-line teaching 
environment in the final term. Despite the difficulties, and at times 
because of of them, it has been another creative and successful year. 
We have seen some excellent design portfolios and technical reports, 
along with a good level of achievement generally, across all subjects 
and we have once again, remarkably, raised the ambition for next year. 
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Stage 3 Students 

Blu Affleck 
Nadera Ahmed 
Najd Al Bulushi 
Diana Al-Laham 
Layane Al-Madani 
Ahmed Alattar 
Shinya Ali 
Yara Alsharif 
Yasemin Aslan 
Aadhila Azar 
Shenique Bass 
Yanice Begar 
Serra Bilgincan 
Bareera Borhan 
Emily Brown 
Alice Carreto Araujo Cabecadas 
Simal Elif Cecen 
Chun Man Chan 
Junyu Chen 
Ryan Chen 
Hongyi Chen 
Justin Cheung 
Blanka Ciborowska 
Charlotte Cocking 
Charles Cockrell 
Lauren Cowl 
Finn Crawford 
Lawrence Del Rosario 
Zhaojing Deng 

Melissa Eagleton 
Mariam Fawaz 
James Garcia 
Sarah Ghulam 
Zac Grego 
Anika Guha 
Beata Halka 
Sasha Guminilovych 
Tong Hao 
Emilie Harvey 
Tim Hatch 
Jake Hines 
Wilber Ilett 
Zeinab Issa 
Isabel Jaggs 
Amelia Jhangir 
Perona Jiang 
Elnaz Karoubi 
Tharim Kazi Lubaba 
Adelaide Kenny 
Abdo Khanachat 
Nesrin Kianni 
Gwanghoon Kim 
Wan-Chi Lai 
Katrina Larsen-Kittle 
Isabel Liu 
Janice Lo 
Hubert Mikolajczyk 
William Millward 

Rebekah Mithinji 
Alice Mohan 
Ka Mok 
Jeet Mori 
Ella Newell 
Mingzi Niu 
Mai Pham 
Miroslav Radu 
Maximilienulysse Remondiere 
Cornelia-Denisa Sandu 
Hana Sapherson 
Nimra Shahid 
Yuekai Shi 
Drelle Small 
George Smith 
Jiaqi Sun 
Phoompathai Sutjaritworakul 
Julia Trudu 
Emi Tsui 
Wei-Tse Wang 
Tim Webster 
Terrence Wu 
Yuqing Wu 
Hongtai Yang 
Kai Hang Yang 
Euphemia Zeng 
Meilin Zhang 
Fatima-Zahrra Zoughy 

INTRODUCTION STAGE 3 
Oscar Brito 
Stage 3 Leader 

Stage 3 of BA (Hons) Architecture is the most intense part of our 
students’ journey. The explorations from previous stages are now 
consolidated and enhanced with a critical perspective based on 
extensive research, rigorous analysis and reflective experimentation, 
on the relation between architecture and its cultural and physical 
context and how these may reciprocally influence each other. 

Through the integration of spatial, theoretical and technical 
investigations, the aim of Stage 3 is to promote the development 
of conceptual, contextual and methodological approaches to construct 
the students’ individual position as strategic designers, empowering 
them as active and critical agents in an increasingly complex social, 
economic, political, and professional scenario. 

Stage 3 emphasises the development of a critical understanding of 
the strategic role that architecture may have in the development and 
implementation of site-specific conceptual, programmatic, spatial 
and material agencies. 

We promote a direct engagement with the context of investigation and 
the different situations, narratives and processes therein, which inform 
specific conceptual or material approaches, inspiring outcomes beyond 
immediate preconceptions. 

Throughout the year, our students are engaged in exploring the potential 
effect that architecture, as an expanded practice, may have in articulating 
and enabling exchanges between different spatial, social, economic, 
material and cultural conditions that compose and characterise the 
context of their design investigations. 
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STUDIO 1 

Year 3 Students 
Najd Al Bulushi 
Mariam Fawaz  
Tong Hao (Kate) 
Timothy Hatch (Tim) 
Isabel Jaggs (Izzy) 
Abdo Khanachat  
Nesrin Kianni 
Sut Lo (Janice) 
Alice Mohan  
Yuen Zeng (Euphemia) 

Year 2 Students 
Sky Bonan 
Helene Boskamp (Leni) 
Maolin Huang 
Timea Kadar 
Hugo Kenwright 
Antoni Kostrzewa 
Saamia Makharia 
Michelle Mortensen 
Marie-Helene Rynwalt 
Arwa Sabri 
Urvi Shetty 

Thank you 
Azzahra Mahmud, Studio 
1 Technical Tutor. The 
Hand Workshops: Greg 
Ross and Ash Fridd, with 
3D Large workshops and 
MAKE at the Story Garden 
with Mark Laban, Simeon 
Featherstone and Georgia 
Jacob. Living Systems 
and Regenerative Design 
Workshop: Carole Collet, 
Professor in Design for 
Sustainable Futures, CSM. 
Urban Habitats Workshop: 
Alex Warnock-Smith, 
Urban Projects Bureau 
(UPB). HS2 / The Parcel 
Deck: Shaparak Rahimi, 
Lendlease and Heather 
McCrae, Network Rail. 
Micro-environments 
Workshops: Billy Dickinson 
(DFB), Savvas Papasavva 
(3DL) and Global 
Generation: Martina Mina 
and Kiloran Benn o’Leary. 
The Eye Workshops: digital 
part modelling with Ashley 
Fridd, NINN. Walnut Tree 
Walk Live Project: Janice 
Kerbel, Mark Lewis, 
Andrew Chaplin and Chris 
Stobbart. Guest critics: 
Awais Ali, Ruben Everett, 
Carlotta Novella and Alex 
Warnock-Smith.  

Image (top right) 
The shrill carder bee 
(Bombus sylvarum), see: 
Marie-Helene Rynwald, S02. 

THE FIELD 
Gregory Ross, Ashley Fridd 
Studio 1 tutors 

What new thinking tools and working methods do architects need in 
order to contribute positively to society facing dramatic climate change? 

Studio 1 started with year looking at the implications of the IPCC’s 
report on the implications of Global Warming of 1.5°C. In the context 
of this report we embarked on a series workshops, which cultivated 
an attitude to materials and enriched our eco-literacy. The workshops 
equipped us with tools and working methods that would help us engage 
with the report’s issues and implications and apply these to a design 
scenario on the Parcel Deck above Euston Station in central London. 

The hand. A pair of workshops, the Reading Hut and Community Kiln v2.0, 
focused on hands on making as a way nurturing a sense of materiality 
and attitude to making (craft). The first ‘hand’ workshop was analogue 
and improvisatory—it involved reusing timber offcuts to produce a full-
scale mock-up of a part of the Reading Hut for Walnut Tree Walk Primary 
School. The second ‘hand’ workshop was the reconstruction of the base 
of the Community Kiln v2.0 at the Story Garden—this was a visceral 
introduction to digital fabrication and the principles of how to 
design plywood structures for CNC fabrication.  

Living Systems. A workshop on Architecture and Living Systems by 
Professor Carol Collet, CSM, raised climate change and biodiversity 
issues. We looked at how our understanding of ecologies and living 
systems, and the use of circular, sustainable, and regenerative design 
can be used to begin to address these issues.  

In the first term, students were challenged to synthesise their response 
to the above workshops through the drawing and making of a full scale 
mico-environment to support a living system. These mico-environments 
were then installed on-site at MAKE at the Story Garden, in Kings Cross. 

The eye. The third term and the Coronavirus lockdown marked a shift 
from the hand to the eye: from physical modelling using materials and the 
hand, to digital modelling using a computer and light. The same attitude 
of craft and care was applied to the digital model. This final digital part 
workshop involved the sharing of digital tools and techniques essential 
to equipping a student with the skills necessary to craft a tangible part 
of their project. Materiality, layering and construction were given as 
much emphasis in the digital as in the physical. 

Circular, temporal and regenerative. In their main projects on the 
Parcel Deck, students were challenged to foreground the principles 
of circular design, to have a position on time (design life—dealing with 
a meanwhile, short-lived use, phasing or renewal), and design that 
is regenerative—being not only sustainable but restorative and 
regenerative to habitats and living communities. 
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micro-environments 

01 / Living Systems and Regenerative Design 
Workshop with Professor Carole Collet and Maison/0 at 
MAKE at the Story Garden, KX. A day long immersion in nature to 
understand principles of sustainability, biomimetic and regenerative 
systems, including testing these principles by applying them to 
quick architectural design proposals.  

02 / Urban Habitats Workshop with Alex Warnock-Smith, Urban 
Projects Bureau (UPB). Developing and applying strategic 
and innovative design principles in the urban context. 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

03, 04, 05, 06 and 07 & all images on this page / The Hand 
Workshops: designing and making full scale prototypes of individual 
micro-environments to support a living system; full scale mock-up 
of the Reading Hut for Walnut Tree Walk Primary School (see 
Live Projects).  

08 / The Eye Workshops: two separate tailored digital modelling 
and rendering groups—using the digital “part model” as a basis for 
investigating and representing design and construction in microcosm. 
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Tim Hatch, S03, “Euston Test Bed”. How can industrial infrastructure be 
sustainably adapted at mass scale to facilitate knowledge innovation? 
Situated on the Parcel Deck above Euston Station, this project provides 
an incubator at the centre of London’s Knowledge Quarter for the 
research, design, testing and public exhibition of sustainable (or green) 
technologies. The proposal—a lightweight, modular system deployed 
under the cover of an existing roof—responds to the pace of change 
occurring within the science and technology sector, the transient nature 
of the site, and an overarching necessity for more sustainable and 
adaptable large-scale architectural interventions. 

BA (HONS) ARCHITECTURE CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

Janice Lo, S03, “Paper Deck”. Exploring the potential of paper waste 
as a building material. Located within an existing building above Euston 
Station, the Paper Deck offers a hands-on experience where you follow 
the process of transforming paper waste into beautiful, hand-made 
crafts. The widely versatile material can be shaped into various 
forms and structures, providing different structural, environmental 
and atmospheric qualities in the space. The proposal encourages 
the discovery of new forms of paper materials, testing and improving 
on existing limitations, leading to a constantly evolving Paper Deck. 
This project aims to not only fulfil a temporary ‘meanwhile’ purpose, 
but to also contribute to the future of Euston through the 
implementation of new forms of paper construction materials. 
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Izzy Jaggs, S03, “grow”. How can a new form of architectural 
intervention give back to the communities of Euston during a 
continuously accelerated period of mass development? Surrounded 
by the industrial landscape of the Euston Parcel Deck, ‘grow.’ uses a 
crafted, agricultural aesthetic to create a more human and nurturing 
environment welcoming the communities of the area to learn and share 
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skills. The proposal forms around a central celebratory barn creating 
a grand entrance and communal hall for eating. More intimate 
workshop spaces for learning are assembled using a pre-fabricated 
modular system to form adjoining hut spaces. This system allows the 
community a regulated flexibility to take ownership of the project 
and continue developing these meanwhile spaces. 
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Alice Mohan, S03, “The Nest”. The Nest is a landscaped biodiverse 
field populated with ephemeral biomimetic structures framing 
childcare and peri-educational activities. Each activity is associated 
to one of the 4 UK biomes, seamlessly integrating the design within 
the carefully landscaped ecosystems. 

Through its core definition, the Nest, situated within the Euston 
Station Parcel Deck, enables budding users to spread their wings 
into the city. The unique architectural language, inspired by nesting 
typologies, is defined by an array of layers and buffer spaces, 
composed of an organically poetic materiality. 
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Euphemia Zheng, S03, “Arcade”. A new public realm for Euston. 
In a project inspired by the design spirit of the electronic era in the Kate Hao, S03, “Informal Lab”. Informal lab, located on the existing Parcel Deck 
70’s, a community forms around life, entertainment, and learning. above Euston Station, is a research centre for scientists and a relaxing place for 
Arcade redefines the character of the traditional playground with interactive locals and commuters to gather. In order to mitigate the biodiversity loss in our 
entertainment in a combined orchard and amusement park. The Candied cities, the scientists combine the technique of gene transfer and tissue culture 
Fruit House includes a tearoom, artisanal candy workshop and herbal to cultivate some of the most endangered plants in UK. The special quality of this 
dehydration room. The Hot Air Balloon serves as a fermentation factory to project is ‘Informality’ and ‘Overlapping’, the overlapped landscapes and spaces 
provide kimchi and beer for the culturally diverse restaurants around Euston. blur the boundaries of inside and outside, combining with the free-form landscapes 
Arcade envisages the possibilities of the meanwhile project as a transitional to give people a feeling of relax and free. Designing a lab as a public space could 
intermediary: empowering local merchants through the construction phase of be seen as contradictory, however this project brings the unknown to the public, 
the new HS2 station in Euston. creating connections, aiming to let more people aware of the environmental issues 

and take part in it. 
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Abdo Khanachat, S03, “Future Making Future Euston”. The future is and the facilities will constantly adapt and transform over a series of 
Grown. ‘Future Making Future Euston’ is an ever-evolving proposal stages. Users may shift from the basic traditional wood, metal and 
that adapts with the progression of architecture and technology over plastics workshop, to the world of digital fabrication and robotics, and 
time. The project explores what the process of making and designing ultimately into a laboratory and incubator dedicated to the growth 
will look like in the future. With material progression comes new of future sustainable materials. 
methods of creating—the building reflects this process of change 
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Mariam Fawaz, S03, “Grow, Euston”. By focusing on giving a new social deprivation through the notion of ‘learning’ and ‘growing’. 
meaning to the space and developing a programme which responds The three users: the children, the threatened species of wildflowers, 
to the local area and its population, both human and biome, and the community, will symbiotically come together to learn, 
‘Grow, Euston’ explores ways in which we as architects (and as a make and GROW. 
community) can take action to manage impacts of climate change and 
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Nesrin Kianni, S03, “Silhouette”. The future of well-being. In response 
to growing rates of mental health issues and loneliness in the area, 
this project proposes a space for therapy, meditation, collaborative 
making and learning. Located above Euston Station, the deck is 
transformed into a social hub, linking the communities of Somers 
Town, Regent’s Park and transient commuters. The space, previously 
concealed in the shadows above the station, is transformed into a 
space of light, transparency, and silhouette—where users of different 
age groups meet to seek help, advice and to participate in activities 
that engender better health and well-being. 
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Najd Al Bulushi, S03, “The Field”. The future of food. The field is 
a natural space located in an urban environment that grows its own 
produce to provide plant based and meatless food that creates a 
healthy fast food hub for the future. The field is an eco-system: the 
restaurants make use of the field, the field supports food labs, and 
the food labs support new forms of food cultivation and consumption. 
The concept is to help push the healthy food scene by adding more 
engaging and healthy fast food alternatives for commuters and 
the local community in and around Euston Station. 
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01-03 / Michelle Mortensen, S02, “The Educational Playground”. This 
is an educational institute that focuses on teaching future generations 
about sustainable design through the encouragement of movement 
and collaborative working. The proposal, located within the Euston 
Parcel Deck, is designed for the meanwhile through using only 
prefabricated timber frames that can be easily assembled and 
disassembled, creating an environment for the students that 
encourages sustainable thinking. The project explores collaborative 
working across the school, between different ages and subjects, 
through its exploration with building arrangements and courtyards, 
encouraging views across classrooms and creating spaces for 
collaborative working. 
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03 

04 / Marie-Helene Rynwalt, S02, “Didactic Environmental Park”. 
Learning through observation, through community and through 
autonomy. This design aims to address the environmental debate 
around the new HS2 railway line by educating the community 
about sustainable environmental practice (soil cycles, symbiosis, 
biodiversity, composting, living systems, vernacular design). The 
proposal is split between pavilions. Each pavilion empowering the 
users (members of the community) to learn a new practice, in turn 
connecting these same people. Each pavilion requires community 
input to keep the spaces alive. The starting point for the project 
was studying and creating a suitable micro-environment for the 
endangered Shrill Carder Bee. 
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05-08 / Timea Kadar, S02, “Biophilic Sports Field”. The project 
re-purposes the Parcel Deck above Euston Station into a sports 
and leisure centre immersed in nature, with a design reflecting the 
principles of circular economy. It has the aim of reconnecting the 
city with nature, whilst encouraging the population around Euston 
and broader London to lead a healthier and more active lifestyle. The 
design responds to the deforestation caused by the HS2 development 
and the damage it has caused to insect habitats. The new space is 
giving back what has been lost, becoming a meanwhile sustainable 
environment that shelters a wide range of insects and plants. 
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09-11 / Arwa Sabri, S02, “Recreational Garden”. Recreational Garden 
is a meanwhile space in the Parcel Deck at London Euston Station 
that provides a variety of activities within a nature filled environment. 
This project took into account the effects of the HS2 development on 
the site and investigated what was lacking within the community and 
what was needed to create a space that benefited both the people 
and ecosystem. Recreational garden offers an abundance of programs 
designed to bring in the concept of an outdoor space indoors. The 
range extends from energy packed activities to meditation, forming 
a space that both encourages healthy wellbeing and helps reconnect 
people with nature. 
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01 / Hugo Kenwright, S02, “The Market Deck”. How can we 
design the future of sustainable food consumption? With the climate 
emergency ever spiralling, now is the time to drop the unsustainable 
carbon footprint our food consumption produces. Situated above 
Euston Station, these collaborative commercial and pedestrian 
markets will utilise sustainable transport links across the country. 
A commercial market will provide surrounding businesses with BB 
environmentally friendly British seasonal produce, all year round. 
A bridging pedestrian market will provide a more diverse food 
opportunity for those passing through the station whilst supporting 
local businesses from the surrounding, yet deprived, areas of 
the Regents Park Estate and Somers Town. 

02 / Antoni Kostrzewa, S02, “Urban Farming Open Space Project”. 
This project responds to the environmental crisis of the modern era. 
Based on the idea of social gardening, it aims to reduce the import 
of food and the waste connected with its transport by growing a wide 
variety of fruits and vegetables in a controlled, living environment 
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06 
in the centre of London. Almost two hectares of multilayer farmland 
on top of the busy Euston Station is a declaration of war against the 
Holocene extinction and it is here to set an example of how the 
food industry must change in order to address this problem. 

03 / Maolin Huang, S02, “Field of Trees”. A regenerative urban forest 
forms a new public space above Euston Station. 

04-06 / Sky Bonan, S02, “Mycelium Factory”. Farming the future 
of organic materials production. When mixed together with other 
materials, mycelium (the root of the mushroom), can be used to 
create new building materials which have great ecological and 
technical characteristics. The location of the Parcel Deck, above 
a public transport hub, makes it an ideal place to create a public 
friendly and educational factory for the grown materials of the future. 
The factory is comprised of a several of pavilions, each with specific 
environmental qualities and connected through a curated 
circulation route. 
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08 
07 / Saamia Makharia, S02, “The Last Straw”. The project reimagines 
the parcel deck as a space to create awareness of food and packaging 
waste surplus through demonstration of alternate uses of waste. The 
proposal of a zero waste market maximises the HS2 routes, bringing 
local produce and reducing food miles travelled. Rather than being 
incinerated, the waste generated is treated in adjoining factories and 
converted into construction material which is then tested back on the 
timber framed markets. The factory spaces are built to demonstrate 
potentials of the repurposed waste. For instance, the brewery / 
mushroom incubation factory is built using market straw remains 
in plywood cassettes encouraging you to abandon bins and 
instead use that ‘last straw.’ 
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08-10 / Leni Boskamp, S02, “Alternative Construction Skills Centre”. 
The purpose of construction skills centres is to teach us to construct. 
The Alternative Skills Centre will also do this, however in this project 
the materials are grown on site. The construction industry is one of 
the top contributing industries to the production of CO2 in the world. 
Changing what is taught in a construction skills centre can have an 
impact on the industry, as labour is one of the determining factors in 
the process. Having skilled labour in alternative, possibly unchartered 
territories of construction may encourage developers to build 
a greener industry. 
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STUDIO 2 BUILDING THE CIVIC 
Oscar Brito, Georgie Day 
Studio 2 tutors 

Stage 3 Students 
Layane Al-Madani 
Yasemin Aslan 
Simal (Elif) Cecen 
Hongyi Chen 
Sarah Ghulam 
Jake Hines 
Yuan Jiang 
Yuekai Shi 
D’relle Small 
Julia Trudu 
Wei-Tse Wang 

Year 2 Students 
Ali Ahmed 
Bianca Blanari 
Matthew Bonfield 
Sarp Cemsit Abadi 
Akyra Magadah 
Izzy Park 
Mary Rellin 
Nikita Velichko 
Shihan Wang 
Lily Yang 

Thank you 
Christian Muncey 
(Project Office) 
Sherief Al’Rifai 
Khedidja Benniche 
Lou Bouey 
Ian Campbell 
Clio Capeille 
Inigo Cornago Bonal 
Emily Charmichael 
Lucien Grant 
James Houston 
Jack Idle 
Paol Kemp 
Valentin Loeffer 
Louis Lupien 
Previn Naidoo 
Tim Rowson 
Neba Sere 
Serhan Tekbas 
Rosie Vincent (Roman 
Road Trust) 
Finn Wilkie 

To inhabit meant to take part in a social life, a community, village 
or city. Urban life possessed, amongst other qualities, this attribute. 
– Henry Lefebvre (1968) The Right to the City 

Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, 
only because, and only when, they are created by everybody. 
– Jane Jacobs (1961) The Death and Life of Great American Cities 

The agenda and investigations of Studio 2 focus on how architecture (intended 
as an expanded spatial practice) may have an effect on processes and networks 
affecting the production of the civic environments as a key aspect of our urban 
societies. Studio 2 understands the production of ‘civic fabric’ as a consequence 
of the interaction between different communities, actors and networks that 
characterise an urban situation. We consider the civic as the realm of the production 
of the citizenship, intended as the way we develop our participation and relationships 
with the social, spatial and political conditions that inform our societies. Studio 2 
approaches the production of the civic space as a complex process where 
the cohabitation of different social and cultural groups is constantly negotiated 
in conditions of multiplicity and simultaneity, allowing different communities to 
interact and develop both specific and shared civic agencies and identities. 

Studio 2 investigate the connections between the engagement of the local 
communities in the production of the civic fabric and the processes of production 
of the urban realm, considering cities as ever-changing systems. Therefore, 
Studio 2 approaches the architectural project as part of complex urban processes, 
proposing the production of incremental tactical interventions to: 
• contribute to the qualitative transformation of the public space, and its adjacencies, 

to enable the production of enhanced social spaces and civic exchange. 
• explore the potential that urban and temporal interstitial conditions could have as 

experimental terrains for alternative ways of enhancing urban and social cohesion, 
fostering the engagement of local stakeholders in processes of inclusive 
participation and appropriation. 

Studio 2 emphasises a direct engagement with real situations, aiming to produce 
design proposals that are underpinned by relevant contextual arguments and 
strategies and that could, as such, produce feasible proposals. 

This year Studio 2 has been working in Bow, a diverse neighbourhood in East London. 
The focus of our attention has been Roman Road and its adjacencies. Roman Road 
is a lively local high-street at the core of Bow that host a vibrant local market (founded 
in 1843). Roman Road is exposed to the issues affecting most local high streets in UK 
and is particularly affected by contrasting processes of social deprivation and urban 
gentrification. Working in collaboration with Project Centre, an agency involved in the 
Liveable Streets programme for urban regeneration of public spaces of the Tower 
Hamlets Council in East London, Studio 2 main focus of investigation was on how 
the integrated production of civic architectures and landscapes could transform an 
underused parking space in a pivotal location at Roman Road into Bow Square, 
a civic space of intersection of the multiple identities of Roman Road. 
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Bianca Blanari, S02, “A SQUARE WITHIN THE SQUARE”. Bow is a 
lively neighbourhood, with many institutions involved in the social 
life. Roman Road Market acts as a social condenser that connects the 
community and showcase its diversity. The missing piece of the puzzle, 
however, is the lack of facilities for the youth and the Council being 

disconnected from the urban landscape. The civic fabric of the market 
still needs one more thing, a spark of magic- a public square! ‘BOW 
Square’ scheme consists of moving the presence of the council to 
Bow Square and overlapping a Youth Academy. This juxtaposition 
will lead to a brighter future for the youth at Bow. 

D’relle Small, S03, The proposal acts as a new civic-scape within 
East London that challenges normative and conventional approaches 
to place-making. In response to the manifesto and practice of Studio 
2, the project embraces the ‘local’ through a process which involved 
immersing oneself within the social fabric of Roman Road as a way of 
understanding new possibilities for civic engagement. 

The proposal is built in 2 stages. First, the development of Bow Square 
as a new piece of public realm, contextualised by both immediate and 
urban issues. The square then generates the need to construct a new 
public house that injects new civic energy. 



Simal Elif Cecen, S03, “THE SQUARE STORY”. Places such as where we do the act of eating. The surrounding architecture can 
kitchens, living rooms, restaurant or a cafes act as a catalyst be generated out of this experience. The design of the public square 
between people and food. As humans, many of our memories are is designed to facilitate love, togetherness, security and memories -
formed around the smallest fragment of architecture - the table - fundamentals of human life. 
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Hongyi Chen, S03, “ROMAN ROAD ZIPPER”. This proposal is a create the opportunity for parents from different communities to 
youth-oriented art centre which promotes local interaction between communicate with each other. The public square has been designed 
different communities by focussing on primary school students. to create a visual connection which encourages use of the art centre, 
Primary school students visiting the art centre with their parents, and its openness and permeability encourages a sense of security. 
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Layane Al-Madani, S03 “ROMAN ROAD REVIVAL”. This project 
transforms an underused space into a civic hub called Bow Square 
at the heart of Roman Road in East London. The area is one of the 
fastest growing and most diverse in the country, yet lacks inclusive 
community facilities and open public spaces. Bow square aims to 

76 BA (HONS) ARCHITECTURE 

strengthen the local civic identity and sense of community through a 
public square and a cultural arts centre designed for user connectivity 
and inclusivity. The public square’s design encourages dwelling, 
playing and interacting and the arts centre promotes learning, 
collaborating and sharing between all locals. 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

Wei-Tse Wang, S03, “CO-WORKING GARDEN”. This project 
is intended to create a co-working community that supports 
freelancers and micro-businesses by through networks developed 
and enriched by people from different professional backgrounds. The 
juxtaposition of co-working space and a ceramic workshop bridges 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

the gap between the office worker and artist to foster interesting 
connections that may in turn support the local economy. The forest 
of columns, table island and interstitial space that connect inside and 
out creates a sociable ground floor which dissolves the boundary 
between bow square and the co-working space inside. 
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youth mental health. The design, mainly for local youth aged around 
16, is programmed for music, dance, meditation, therapy and social 
activities, and aims to enhance harmony in the community. 

Perona Jiang, S03, “ROMAN ROAD RECYCLE”. This project In collaboration with local artists and environmental protection 
transforms existing car parking into a sustainable recycling organizations, the building provides recycling inspired art studios Yuekai Shi, S03, “The Mirage, Youth Mental Health Centre”. 
community, including a market and art center that is close to life and a lecture room and a theatre for learning about sustainability. Located on Roman Road, The Mirage is a youth mental health centre, 
and improves quality of life. The architectural concept is to create a In addition, the art center is utilises local materials. designed for the spiritual world. It has been developed as a response 
sustainable space that is opens to nature and respects its context. to specific local issues – primarily youth antisocial behaviour and 
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Julia Truddu, S03. The addition of a re-imagined space on the 
Roman Road allows for an intervention to take place that may 
enhance sociability and connectivity within Bow’s elderly 
community. The proposal takes the form of multiple garden 
spaces that enable users to engage in physical activities 

Mary Rellin, S02. On Roman Road there are significant social tensions To encourage this, the building is programmed with sport and leisure and gardening workshops. It is programmed with a lounge area within the community. A lack of communication continues to generate activities, which will activate the site and encourage the kind of social and a yoga studio and brings civic value to the area through a prejudice and stigma, which my proposal aims to address through the interaction that generates acquaintances and conversation, which public square that has been conceived of as part of a continuous provision of a civic space which can facilitate and encourage social over time leads to friendship and mutual understanding. piece of architecture. interaction between the community and its more isolated members. 
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	BA Architecture explores the spaces, places and buildings we inhabit. Focusing on the relationships between the built environment, social interaction and material culture, we examine the role architects play in contemporary society. 
	Architecture is always political – it is frst and foremost about people and our interaction with the world around us. BA Architecture at Central Saint Martins is committed to socially engaged practice. It promotes direct engagement with real-world social, cultural and political conditions in the contemporary urban landscape. Buildings are only one way in which we intervene in the built environment. The space of the city is charged and shaped through the interplay of multiple factors and tensions. Engaging w
	This year, in a very short space of time, in the face of a global pandemic, we found ourselves having to change existing patterns of living, working and creating. We had to improvise without a familiar precedent to fall back on. What saw us through the year, despite these hardships, was our collective well of individual creative adaptability and care for one another. We discovered that, despite the difculties and separations, we could still enjoy the making of works together, imagining better spaces, places
	Thank you to all the students, tutors and staf on the BA Architecture course for all the patience, care and generosity of spirit you have given to one another this year. What you all have shown is that imagining rapid change is achievable and what is collectively possible in the face of a global emergency. This means that with enough collective will it is possible to address climate emergency and bio-diversity collapse, to improve social justice and make a healthier and fairer future for all. It has been re
	In the future we will recognise the students who worked through 2020. They now know how to adapt, and deal with change creatively. They have produced a remarkable body of work under exceptional circumstances. This is no small achievement. Don’t take my word for it, have a look at their projects in this catalogue and in our frst on-line Graduate Showcase, they speak for themselves. They deserve to be celebrated—they will help show us the way forward. We wish them well. 
	Greg Ross, Acting Course Leader, BA Architecture 
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	Studio Tutors Ruth Lang Robert Brown Carlotta Novella Rubén Everett Charlotte Grace Douglas Murphy Sakiko Kohashi 
	Starting out on an architecture course requires a certain degree of dedication, agility, and a willingness to embrace new challenges. Our students have confronted these challenges over the past year with more bravery than ever, adapting to new environments and modes for both learning and working.  

	Tessa Baird Core Staf Shumi Bose Ciaran Malik Douglas Murphy Andrew Sides Technical Studies Ajay Shah Carole Collet Contextual Tutors Eddie Blake Joe Kerr Mike Althorpe Daniel Stilwell Sofa Krimizi Costandis Kizis Francisco Zuddas 
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	Stage One is a year immersed in explorative development, undertaking design challenges which range in scale from the interpersonal to the urban, and acquiring skills in architectural design and communication. The projects they have confronted seek to embrace opportunities of being in an art school, allowing students to access knowledge beyond the bounds of the course, and exploring what they might learn from other disciplines at Central Saint Martins. They are encouraged to develop empathy and understanding
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	Using London as a living textbook, we are constantly exploring the historical, political, and economic contexts which infuence design, and questioning the agency we hold as architectural practitioners to challenge and respond to these. We engage with issues at the core of the climate emergency and the socio-cultural nature of our cities, seeking to understand how these might be integrated within our work to help afect a better future for us all. This is an important time to build a strong community of suppo
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	STAGE 2 
	STAGE 2 
	STAGE 2 
	Gregory Ross Stage 2 Leader 
	Stage 2, or the second undergraduate year in a student’s architectural education is a special time—you have just enough newly acquired skill combined with enough openness to be genuinely experimental and creative in your design process.  
	In the design studio, which forms the core of the year, we nurture an experimental spirit, guiding students with just enough structure to enable them to continue to develop their projects with a measure of control and criticality whilst maintaining the necessary space to allow for personal interpretation and direction. 
	Building on drawing and modelling skills acquired in frst year, Stage 2 includes a substantial media curriculum in the form of a digital drawing and modelling course which ranges from CAD and three-dimensional modelling, to cross-platform working where students are encouraged
	 to work across a range of digital software tools to help them construct high quality forms of representation and fnal portfolios. 
	Technical Studies is integrated with design studio activities wherever possible: technical precedent studies are chosen by the design studio tutors and all studios require three-dimensional sectional model views as part of the portfolio submission. The sectional model, at 1:50 scale, allows students to develop a fragment of their project at which spatial and material qualities, as well as structural and constructional design, are expressed and explored. We actively try to break the artifcial distinction bet
	This is the third year of running ‘vertical’ design studios, in which second year students work with or alongside fnal year students on similar studio briefs. We continue to see the positive results of this— peer-to-peer learning occurs more naturally, and second year students acquire skills and develop their critical awareness to a higher level, up to and at times even beyond third year horizons. All in all, the structure continues to provide a successful and enjoyable journey.  
	I’d like to thank the all the tutors and second year students for joining in and rising to the challenge of rapidly transitioning to an on-line teaching environment in the fnal term. Despite the difculties, and at times because of of them, it has been another creative and successful year. We have seen some excellent design portfolios and technical reports, along with a good level of achievement generally, across all subjects and we have once again, remarkably, raised the ambition for next year. 
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	Stage 3 Students 
	Blu Afeck Nadera Ahmed Najd Al Bulushi Diana Al-Laham Layane Al-Madani Ahmed Alattar Shinya Ali Yara Alsharif Yasemin Aslan Aadhila Azar Shenique Bass Yanice Begar Serra Bilgincan Bareera Borhan Emily Brown Alice Carreto Araujo Cabecadas Simal Elif Cecen Chun Man Chan Junyu Chen Ryan Chen Hongyi Chen Justin Cheung Blanka Ciborowska Charlotte Cocking Charles Cockrell Lauren Cowl Finn Crawford Lawrence Del Rosario Zhaojing Deng 
	Blu Afeck Nadera Ahmed Najd Al Bulushi Diana Al-Laham Layane Al-Madani Ahmed Alattar Shinya Ali Yara Alsharif Yasemin Aslan Aadhila Azar Shenique Bass Yanice Begar Serra Bilgincan Bareera Borhan Emily Brown Alice Carreto Araujo Cabecadas Simal Elif Cecen Chun Man Chan Junyu Chen Ryan Chen Hongyi Chen Justin Cheung Blanka Ciborowska Charlotte Cocking Charles Cockrell Lauren Cowl Finn Crawford Lawrence Del Rosario Zhaojing Deng 
	Melissa Eagleton Mariam Fawaz James Garcia Sarah Ghulam Zac Grego Anika Guha Beata Halka Sasha Guminilovych Tong Hao Emilie Harvey Tim Hatch Jake Hines Wilber Ilett Zeinab Issa Isabel Jaggs Amelia Jhangir Perona Jiang Elnaz Karoubi Tharim Kazi Lubaba Adelaide Kenny Abdo Khanachat Nesrin Kianni Gwanghoon Kim Wan-Chi Lai Katrina Larsen-Kittle Isabel Liu Janice Lo Hubert Mikolajczyk William Millward 
	Rebekah Mithinji Alice Mohan Ka Mok Jeet Mori Ella Newell Mingzi Niu Mai Pham Miroslav Radu Maximilienulysse Remondiere Cornelia-Denisa Sandu Hana Sapherson Nimra Shahid Yuekai Shi Drelle Small George Smith Jiaqi Sun Phoompathai Sutjaritworakul Julia Trudu Emi Tsui Wei-Tse Wang Tim Webster Terrence Wu Yuqing Wu Hongtai Yang Kai Hang Yang Euphemia Zeng Meilin Zhang Fatima-Zahrra Zoughy 
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	STAGE 3 
	STAGE 3 
	STAGE 3 
	Oscar Brito Stage 3 Leader 
	Stage 3 of BA (Hons) Architecture is the most intense part of our students’ journey. The explorations from previous stages are now consolidated and enhanced with a critical perspective based on extensive research, rigorous analysis and refective experimentation, on the relation between architecture and its cultural and physical context and how these may reciprocally infuence each other. 
	Through the integration of spatial, theoretical and technical investigations, the aim of Stage 3 is to promote the development of conceptual, contextual and methodological approaches to construct the students’ individual position as strategic designers, empowering them as active and critical agents in an increasingly complex social, economic, political, and professional scenario. 
	Stage 3 emphasises the development of a critical understanding of the strategic role that architecture may have in the development and implementation of site-specifc conceptual, programmatic, spatial and material agencies. 
	We promote a direct engagement with the context of investigation and the diferent situations, narratives and processes therein, which inform specifc conceptual or material approaches, inspiring outcomes beyond immediate preconceptions. 
	Throughout the year, our students are engaged in exploring the potential efect that architecture, as an expanded practice, may have in articulating and enabling exchanges between diferent spatial, social, economic, material and cultural conditions that compose and characterise the context of their design investigations. 
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	STUDIO 1 
	STUDIO 1 
	Year 3 Students 
	Najd Al Bulushi Mariam Fawaz  Tong Hao (Kate) Timothy Hatch (Tim) Isabel Jaggs (Izzy) Abdo Khanachat  Nesrin Kianni Sut Lo (Janice) Alice Mohan  Yuen Zeng (Euphemia) 
	Year 2 Students 
	Sky Bonan Helene Boskamp (Leni) Maolin Huang Timea Kadar Hugo Kenwright Antoni Kostrzewa Saamia Makharia Michelle Mortensen Marie-Helene Rynwalt Arwa Sabri Urvi Shetty 
	Thank you 
	Azzahra Mahmud, Studio 1 Technical Tutor. The Hand Workshops: Greg Ross and Ash Fridd, with 3D Large workshops and MAKE at the Story Garden with Mark Laban, Simeon Featherstone and Georgia Jacob. Living Systems and Regenerative Design Workshop: Carole Collet, Professor in Design for Sustainable Futures, CSM. Urban Habitats Workshop: Alex Warnock-Smith, Urban Projects Bureau (UPB). HS2 / The Parcel Deck: Shaparak Rahimi, Lendlease and Heather McCrae, Network Rail. Micro-environments Workshops: Billy Dickinso
	Image (top right) 
	The shrill carder bee (Bombus sylvarum), see: Marie-Helene Rynwald, S02. 


	THEFIELD 
	THEFIELD 
	THEFIELD 
	Gregory Ross, Ashley Fridd 
	Gregory Ross, Ashley Fridd 
	Studio 1 tutors 
	What new thinking tools and working methods do architects need in order to contribute positively to society facing dramatic climate change? 
	Studio 1 started with year looking at the implications of the IPCC’s report on the implications of Global Warming of 1.5°C. In the context of this report we embarked on a series workshops, which cultivated an attitude to materials and enriched our eco-literacy. The workshops equipped us with tools and working methods that would help us engage with the report’s issues and implications and apply these to a design scenario on the Parcel Deck above Euston Station in central London. 
	The hand. A pair of workshops, the Reading Hut and Community Kiln v2.0, focused on hands on making as a way nurturing a sense of materiality and attitude to making (craft). The frst ‘hand’ workshop was analogue and improvisatory—it involved reusing timber ofcuts to produce a full-scale mock-up of a part of the Reading Hut for Walnut Tree Walk Primary School. The second ‘hand’ workshop was the reconstruction of the base of the Community Kiln v2.0 at the Story Garden—this was a visceral introduction to digita
	Living Systems. A workshop on Architecture and Living Systems by Professor Carol Collet, CSM, raised climate change and biodiversity issues. We looked at how our understanding of ecologies and living systems, and the use of circular, sustainable, and regenerative design can be used to begin to address these issues.  
	In the frst term, students were challenged to synthesise their response to the above workshops through the drawing and making of a full scale mico-environment to support a living system. These mico-environments were then installed on-site at MAKE at the Story Garden, in Kings Cross. 
	The eye. The third term and the Coronavirus lockdown marked a shift from the hand to the eye: from physical modelling using materials and the hand, to digital modelling using a computer and light. The same attitude of craft and care was applied to the digital model. This fnal digital part workshop involved the sharing of digital tools and techniques essential to equipping a student with the skills necessary to craft a tangible part of their project. Materiality, layering and construction were given as much 
	Circular, temporal and regenerative. In their main projects on the Parcel Deck, students were challenged to foreground the principles of circular design, to have a position on time (design life—dealing with a meanwhile, short-lived use, phasing or renewal), and design that is regenerative—being not only sustainable but restorative and regenerative to habitats and living communities. 
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	Arwa 
	Sky 
	Circular, temporal, regenerative Euphemia 

	Alice Alice 
	micro-environments 
	micro-environments 
	01 / Living Systems and Regenerative Design Workshop with Professor Carole Collet and Maison/0 at MAKE at the Story Garden, KX. A day long immersion in nature to understand principles of sustainability, biomimetic and regenerative systems, including testing these principles by applying them to quick architectural design proposals.  
	02 / Urban Habitats Workshop with Alex Warnock-Smith, Urban Projects Bureau (UPB). Developing and applying strategic and innovative design principles in the urban context. 
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	03, 04, 05, 06 and 07 & all images on this page / The Hand Workshops: designing and making full scale prototypes of individual micro-environments to support a living system; full scale mock-up of the Reading Hut for Walnut Tree Walk Primary School (see Live Projects).  
	03, 04, 05, 06 and 07 & all images on this page / The Hand Workshops: designing and making full scale prototypes of individual micro-environments to support a living system; full scale mock-up of the Reading Hut for Walnut Tree Walk Primary School (see Live Projects).  
	08 / The Eye Workshops: two separate tailored digital modelling and rendering groups—using the digital “part model” as a basis for investigating and representing design and construction in microcosm. 
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	Tim Hatch, S03, “Euston Test Bed”. How can industrial infrastructure be sustainably adapted at mass scale to facilitate knowledge innovation? Situated on the Parcel Deck above Euston Station, this project provides an incubator at the centre of London’s Knowledge Quarter for the research, design, testing and public exhibition of sustainable (or green) technologies. The proposal—a lightweight, modular system deployed under the cover of an existing roof—responds to the pace of change occurring within the scien
	Tim Hatch, S03, “Euston Test Bed”. How can industrial infrastructure be sustainably adapted at mass scale to facilitate knowledge innovation? Situated on the Parcel Deck above Euston Station, this project provides an incubator at the centre of London’s Knowledge Quarter for the research, design, testing and public exhibition of sustainable (or green) technologies. The proposal—a lightweight, modular system deployed under the cover of an existing roof—responds to the pace of change occurring within the scien
	Figure
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	Janice Lo, S03, “Paper Deck”. Exploring the potential of paper waste as a building material. Located within an existing building above Euston Station, the Paper Deck offers a hands-on experience where you follow the process of transforming paper waste into beautiful, hand-made crafts. The widely versatile material can be shaped into various forms and structures, providing different structural, environmental and atmospheric qualities in the space. The proposal encourages the discovery of new forms of paper m
	Figure
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	Izzy Jaggs, S03, “grow”. How can a new form of architectural intervention give back to the communities of Euston during a continuously accelerated period of mass development? Surrounded by the industrial landscape of the Euston Parcel Deck, ‘grow.’ uses a crafted, agricultural aesthetic to create a more human and nurturing environment welcoming the communities of the area to learn and share 
	Izzy Jaggs, S03, “grow”. How can a new form of architectural intervention give back to the communities of Euston during a continuously accelerated period of mass development? Surrounded by the industrial landscape of the Euston Parcel Deck, ‘grow.’ uses a crafted, agricultural aesthetic to create a more human and nurturing environment welcoming the communities of the area to learn and share 
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	skills. The proposal forms around a central celebratory barn creating a grand entrance and communal hall for eating. More intimate workshop spaces for learning are assembled using a pre-fabricated modular system to form adjoining hut spaces. This system allows the community a regulated flexibility to take ownership of the project and continue developing these meanwhile spaces. 
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	Alice Mohan, S03, “The Nest”. The Nest is a landscaped biodiverse field populated with ephemeral biomimetic structures framing childcare and peri-educational activities. Each activity is associated to one of the 4 UK biomes, seamlessly integrating the design within the carefully landscaped ecosystems. 
	Alice Mohan, S03, “The Nest”. The Nest is a landscaped biodiverse field populated with ephemeral biomimetic structures framing childcare and peri-educational activities. Each activity is associated to one of the 4 UK biomes, seamlessly integrating the design within the carefully landscaped ecosystems. 
	Alice Mohan, S03, “The Nest”. The Nest is a landscaped biodiverse field populated with ephemeral biomimetic structures framing childcare and peri-educational activities. Each activity is associated to one of the 4 UK biomes, seamlessly integrating the design within the carefully landscaped ecosystems. 
	Alice Mohan, S03, “The Nest”. The Nest is a landscaped biodiverse field populated with ephemeral biomimetic structures framing childcare and peri-educational activities. Each activity is associated to one of the 4 UK biomes, seamlessly integrating the design within the carefully landscaped ecosystems. 





	Figure
	Through its core definition, the Nest, situated within the Euston Station Parcel Deck, enables budding users to spread their wings into the city. The unique architectural language, inspired by nesting typologies, is defined by an array of layers and buffer spaces, composed of an organically poetic materiality. 
	Through its core definition, the Nest, situated within the Euston Station Parcel Deck, enables budding users to spread their wings into the city. The unique architectural language, inspired by nesting typologies, is defined by an array of layers and buffer spaces, composed of an organically poetic materiality. 
	Through its core definition, the Nest, situated within the Euston Station Parcel Deck, enables budding users to spread their wings into the city. The unique architectural language, inspired by nesting typologies, is defined by an array of layers and buffer spaces, composed of an organically poetic materiality. 
	Through its core definition, the Nest, situated within the Euston Station Parcel Deck, enables budding users to spread their wings into the city. The unique architectural language, inspired by nesting typologies, is defined by an array of layers and buffer spaces, composed of an organically poetic materiality. 
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	Euphemia Zheng, S03, “Arcade”. A new public realm for Euston. In a project inspired by the design spirit of the electronic era in the Kate Hao, S03, “Informal Lab”. Informal lab, located on the existing Parcel Deck 70’s, a community forms around life, entertainment, and learning. above Euston Station, is a research centre for scientists and a relaxing place for Arcade redefines the character of the traditional playground with interactive locals and commuters to gather. In order to mitigate the biodiversity 
	Figure
	Figure

	and take part in it. 
	and take part in it. 
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	Kai Hang Yang, S03. Traditional libraries disappear and become less These buildings around create a zone of shadow and quietness important in our daily life. A library for today should provide variety despite right next to the train way. The isolation from the busy road type of media and resource in combination of space for different users gives a unique peace to the site, so I think it will be a Library to to inhabit the library. This area is a unique experience constructed by provide and enhance this feel
	pleasure garden. 
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	Finn Crawford, S03, “Radical Temperance”. The aim of this project is to explore and develop an architectural manifesto housing a “digital secessionist” movement in the year 2036 that embodies a perception towards combining traditional crafts and technological integrations as an alternative future attitude to technology. Thus, a truly socialist virtual utopic environment is created in this “techno sanctuary”. 
	Finn Crawford, S03, “Radical Temperance”. The aim of this project is to explore and develop an architectural manifesto housing a “digital secessionist” movement in the year 2036 that embodies a perception towards combining traditional crafts and technological integrations as an alternative future attitude to technology. Thus, a truly socialist virtual utopic environment is created in this “techno sanctuary”. 
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	01 / Alice Carreto, S03 02 / Finn Crawford, S03 03 / Layane Al-Madani, S03 04 / Charlotte Cocking, S03 05 / Alice Carreto, S03 06 / D’relle Small, S03 07 / Charlotte Cocking, S03 
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